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Abstract
Emerging microparasite (e.g. viruses, bacteria, protozoa and fungi) epidemics and the introduction of non-native pests and weeds are major biosecurity threats worldwide. The likelihood of these threats is often estimated from probabilities of their entry, establishment, spread and ease of prevention. If ecosystems are considered equivalent to hosts, then compartment disease models should provide a useful framework for understanding the processes that underpin non-native species invasions. To enable greater cross-fertilisation between these two disciplines, the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions (EFBI) is developed that classifies ecosystems in relation to their invasion status: Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious and Resistant. These states are linked by transitions relating to transmission, latency and recovery. This viewpoint differs markedly from the species-centric approaches often applied to non-native species. It allows generalisations from epidemiology, such as the force of infection, the basic reproductive ratio $R_0$, super-spreaders, herd immunity, cordon sanitaire and ring vaccination, to be discussed in the
novel context of non-native species and helps identify important gaps in the study of biological invasions. The EFBI approach highlights several limitations inherent in current approaches to the study of biological invasions including: (i) the variance in non-native abundance across ecosystems is rarely reported; (ii) field data rarely (if ever) distinguish source from sink ecosystems; (iii) estimates of the susceptibility of ecosystems to invasion seldom account for differences in exposure to non-native species; and (iv) assessments of ecosystem susceptibility often confuse the processes that underpin patterns of spread within-and between- ecosystems. Using the invasion of lakes as a model, the EFBI approach is shown to present a new biosecurity perspective that takes account of ecosystem status and complements demographic models to deliver clearer insights into the dynamics of biological invasions at the landscape scale. It will help to identify whether management of the susceptibility of ecosystems, of the number of vectors, or of the diversity of pathways (for movement between ecosystems) is the best way of limiting or reversing the population growth of a non-native species. The framework can be adapted to incorporate increasing levels of complexity and realism and to provide insights into how to monitor, map and manage biological invasions more effectively.
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Introduction

Emerging microparasitic diseases and biological invasions by non-native species represent two of the most significant biological threats to the survival of endangered species, the ecological integrity of ecosystems, the economic productivity of agriculture and the quality of human health (Early et al. 2016; Halliday et al. 2017; Ogden et al. 2019; Paini et al. 2016). There are fundamental differences between microparasites (e.g. viruses, bacteria, protozoa and fungi) and non-native species (e.g. plants, invertebrates and vertebrates) in their life-history and epidemiology (Table 1, Morand et al. 2015). However, invasions by microparasites and non-native species can be similarly conceptualised as comprising a minimum of two interacting components: an agent (e.g. microparasite or non-native species) and one or more receptors (e.g. host or ecosystem). They also share commonalities in that they both require an agent to be introduced into a new area, for it then to establish and reproduce and subsequently spread over large spatial scales (either naturally or via a vector) when it may have an impact on the environment, as well as human, plant or animal health. The similarity in the process of invasion is such that the threats these different classes of invader pose to the environment, human, plant or animal health are often assessed using the same risk assessment tools (Baker et al. 2008; Ireland et al. 2020). Indeed, when non-native species act as hosts, their spatial dynamics often play an important role in the introduction, establishment and spread of microparasites (Bufford et al. 2016; Hulme 2014).

Epidemiologists have highlighted the crucial importance in disease management of integrating the population dynamics of the agents, as well as the states and transitions amongst receptors (Diekmann et al. 2013; Loker and Hofkin 2015; Wilson et al.
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Table 1. Differences between microparasites and non-native species that are considered in the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Microparasites (e.g. virus, bacteria, fungus) infecting animal or plant hosts</th>
<th>Non-native species (e.g. plant, invertebrate, vertebrate) invading ecosystems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent demography</td>
<td>Demography of the agent within a host is rarely quantified and is assumed to play a limited role in disease epidemiology</td>
<td>Non-native species population dynamics within ecosystems are important in invasion dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent distribution</td>
<td>Distribution of parasites amongst hosts is rarely modelled apart from whether infected or uninfected</td>
<td>Density varies amongst individual ecosystems and will influence demography and dispersal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent specificity</td>
<td>Usually one or a few closely-related hosts</td>
<td>Can often be generalists found in many different ecosystem types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host distinctiveness</td>
<td>Usually easily defined (e.g. a particular species such as Homo sapiens) for which individuals can be distinguished</td>
<td>Ecosystems are more problematic to define as hosts, since they can sometimes grade into each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host heterogeneity</td>
<td>Low heterogeneity amongst susceptible hosts arising from similarities in physiology and immunology within a species</td>
<td>High heterogeneity amongst susceptible hosts due to differences in abiotic conditions and biotic communities within each class of ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host immunity</td>
<td>Hosts, especially vertebrates, may naturally acquire short- or long-term immunity following infection</td>
<td>Ecosystems do not normally acquire natural immunity to further invasion by a species following its initial colonisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host mobility</td>
<td>Animal hosts are often mobile and host movements can be critical in the dynamics of disease</td>
<td>Ecosystems are, to all intents and purposes, immobile and thus, as hosts, may be better captured by plant epidemiological models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host scale</td>
<td>With the exception of age-related variation, the size of a particular host species is similar across individuals</td>
<td>For a single ecosystem type, the area of individual localities can vary considerably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host vital rates</td>
<td>Hosts can die as a result of infection and can be born</td>
<td>Ecosystem are not usually viewed as having vital rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectors</td>
<td>Usually a living organism (e.g. mosquito, aphid) that carries microparasites from one host individual to another</td>
<td>Often a physical vehicle (e.g. train, car, boat) that transports a non-native species but can include living organisms (e.g. birds, humans)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Invasions by microparasites and non-native species are inherently spatial processes, frequently affected by the distribution of receptors and the extent to which the (meta)populations of receptors are subdivided into networks of smaller, partly isolated, subunits (Briscoe et al. 2019; Seabloom et al. 2015; Tadiri et al. 2018). However, with the exception of plants, most hosts of microparasites are mobile and host movements can be critically important in the dynamics of disease. In contrast, ecosystems are, to all intents and purposes, immobile. Thus the spatial structure of ecosystems, particularly the extent of spatial clustering and the connectivity of the landscape, will likely play a more important role in biological invasions. Therefore, in many respects, the dynamics of agents and receptors in the invasion of ecosystems will have greater parallels with the epidemiology of plant than animal diseases.

Progress in understanding the dynamics of biological invasions has largely been agent-centred (Hui and Richardson 2017; Jeschke and Heger 2018; Liebhold et al. 2020). Given the important contribution of receptor-centred approaches in disease epidemiology, extending this perspective to biological invasions may similarly deliver considerable
insights if ecosystems can be classified in terms of their susceptibility and exposure to non-native species, their contribution to the spread of invasions (i.e. their infectivity) and the likelihood and duration of any recovery. Furthermore, a more aligned approach to the study of biological invasions that builds on ideas developed within disease epidemiology will facilitate cross-fertilisation between the disciplines and, as a result, may deliver more comprehensive biosecurity policies (Crowl et al. 2008; Ogden et al. 2019).

Current understanding and management of emerging diseases has benefited from the progressive development of a multitude of epidemiological models (Diekmann et al. 2013; Kleczkowski et al. 2019; Rock et al. 2014). Yet despite a rich tradition of theory underpinning biological invasions (Henegfeld 1989; Lewis et al. 2016; Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997), epidemiological perspectives in this field have largely focused on the analysis of introduced microparasites of humans (Li et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2018), animals (Orsel et al. 2009; Samuel et al. 2011) or plants (Cunniffe et al. 2016; Soubeyrand et al. 2018). Underlying all dynamical system models of epidemiological processes is the basic SIR framework (Fig. 1A) in which receptors (e.g. hosts) are categorised into three compartments: Susceptible, Infectious and Resistant (sometimes classed as Removed or Recovered), based on their infection status (Blackwood and Childs 2018; Gilligan 2008; Kleczkowski et al. 2019). Some infections do not provide long-lasting acquired immunity (e.g. HIV), which may parallel ecosystems for which resistance from invasion is either impossible or short-lived and, in these circumstances, an SIS model (Susceptible-Infectious-Susceptible) may be more appropriate (Diekmann et al. 2013). The independent variable in compartment disease models is time $t$ and the rates of transfer between compartments is described by a series of ordinary differential equations that capture transmission and recovery rates (Brauer and Castillo-Chavez 2010). Simple SIR compartment disease models have provided important insights into disease epidemiology and can be readily expanded to capture more complex phenomena through the inclusion of additional compartments. However, these complex models often exhibit types of behaviour that are qualitatively similar to the simplest SIR model (Brauer and Castillo-Chavez 2010). Could such an approach also provide insights into biological invasions by species that are not pathogens or parasites?

Some might argue that, unlike hosts which are discrete entities (individual animals or plants), many ecosystems have far less clear-cut and temporally-stable boundaries (Evans and Brown 2017; Oliveras and Malhi 2016). The difficulty of the ecosystem concept is not exclusive to the field of biological invasions and it is understood to be an ad hoc construct on the part of an observer for a particular purpose (Gignoux et al. 2011). An important difference from the hosts of microparasites is that ecosystems show much greater heterogeneity, both amongst different ecosystem types (e.g. tallgrass prairie, deciduous temperate forest, heathland), but also within a particular ecosystem type as a result of variation in biotic and abiotic conditions. Similarly, within a single ecosystem type, the areas of different localities can vary across many orders of magnitude (e.g. 0.1 to > 10,000 km$^2$), as in the case of lake ecosystems (Downing et al. 2006). Nevertheless, there is a long history of compartmentalising ecosystems into representative units. State-and-Transition Model (STM) approaches have long been used to define...
a discrete ecosystem, identify alternative ecosystem states and quantify the abiotic (e.g. drought, fire, eutrophication) and biotic (e.g. grazing, insect outbreaks) drivers that lead to transitions from one ecosystem state to another (Bestelmeyer et al. 2017). The STM framework has increasingly been used to model shifts in ecosystem state as a result of biological invasions by non-native plants, pathogens and animals (Cobb et al. 2017; Jarnevich et al. 2019; Perry et al. 2015; Stein et al. 2016). Furthermore, STMs are also one of the most widespread modelling techniques in clinical decision analysis to capture transitions in disease status of individual patients (Siebert et al. 2012). While STMs are superficially similar in structure to SIR models (Fig. 1B), the rates of transfer between compartments (states) is usually described by linear models that capture the effect of combinations of biotic and abiotic drivers (Bestelmeyer et al. 2017). Thus progressive deterioration of an ecosystem due to human activities can be captured by flows from a pristine ecosystem to one that is disturbed as a result of anthropogenic fire regimes that, if not restored, would further degrade under the pressure of overgrazing (Fig. 1B).

The foregoing discussion of SIR and STM approaches highlights a sufficient number of parallels between microparasitic diseases and non-native species invasions to suggest that the bringing together of these different compartment perspectives may provide a valuable framework to further the current understanding of biological invasions. Indeed, epidemiological compartment models have been applied to describe the status of farms as Susceptible or Infectious in the analysis of foot-and-mouth disease (Rossi et al. 2017) and, thus, it is only a small step to extend this perspective to ecosystems. Compartment models have provided the basis for key epidemiological insights including: thresholds for disease persistence, rate limiting functions for microparasite population growth, criteria for stable dynamics, impact of different transmission functions on disease spread and optimal control strategies (Kleczkowski et al. 2019; Rock et al. 2014). Similarly, STMs have been used to detect thresholds, identify positive and negative feedbacks, as well as indicate the reversibility of change in ecosystem properties (Bestelmeyer et al. 2017). By linking together these different modelling perspectives, the opportunity therefore exists to:

1. Construct an epidemiological framework that captures the fundamental components of a compartment disease model for non-native species and invaded ecosystems.
2. Assess the relevance of the framework to non-native invasion dynamics in relation to the large body of theory that has addressed microparasite infections.
3. Examine the implications of the compartment disease model perspective for the management of biological invasions at the ecosystem level.

Given that epidemiological studies on non-native species have only been undertaken on those species that are pathogenic or parasitic (Lewis et al. 2016), there are currently insufficient data to build an epidemiological model for biological invasions by non-native plants, invertebrates or vertebrates. Nevertheless, by outlining a structure and the necessary parameters, a framework can provide a robust foundation for future modelling approaches.
Components of an Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions

The SIR model (Fig. 1A) has been widely adapted to include greater complexity including additional compartments, such as Exposed but not Infectious (capturing latency in infectiousness), cryptic Infectious (infectiousness prior to the onset of symptoms), Immunised (as a result of vaccination) and Quarantine (temporally isolated), as well as subdividing individual compartments by age-class or behaviour (Brauer and Castillo-Chavez 2010). The proposed framework for non-native species combines elements of both SEIR (Susceptible - Exposed – Infectious – Resistant) and SEIS (Susceptible – Exposed – Infectious – Susceptible) models of microparasite infections to characterise the ecosystem states and transitions that are more appropriate for the management of biological invasions (Fig. 2). Within the framework, an ecosystem can also be considered to exist in one of four different states in relation to a non-native species: Susceptible (S); Exposed (E); Infectious (I); and Resistant (R). The key flows linking the four states are the force of infection (\(\lambda\)) between Infectious and Susceptible ecosystems, the probability of transition from Exposed to Infectious (\(\sigma\)), the rate of natural recovery of Infectious ecosystems (\(\xi\)), the rate of recovery of Infectious ecosystems following management (\(\gamma\)), the rate at which Exposed ecosystems revert to the Susceptible state (\(\theta\)), the rate at which Resistant ecosystems enter the Susceptible state (\(\nu\)) and the rate...
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Figure 2. Schematic compartment model illustrating how ecosystems may be classified into four invasion states (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious and Resistant) linked by transitions relating transmission of non-native species amongst ecosystems, exposure and recovery. The characteristic dynamics within a receptor will exhibit three phases: a period prior to colonisation; growth as the local population increases; followed by fluctuations around the steady state. These phases can be identified with the epidemiological categorisations of Susceptible (no non-natives present), Exposed (low numbers of non-natives with essentially no dispersal) and Infectious (a viable population of non-native species contributing to dispersal). Termination of the Infectious state corresponds to the collapse of the meta-stable population due to stochastic events or some externally driven change (e.g. in the birth or death rates) or intervention which removes the local population and results in the receptor returning to either being Susceptible again or Resistant. Transitions between the four different states are: $\lambda$ = the force of infection between Infectious and Susceptible ecosystems; $\theta$ = the rate at which an Exposed receptor reverts to become Susceptible; $\sigma$ = the latency between initial exposure and infectivity; $\xi$ = the rate of natural recovery of Infectious ecosystems to the Susceptible state; $\gamma$ = the rate recovery of Infectious ecosystems following management to the Resistant state; $\nu$ = the rate which Resistant ecosystems enter the Susceptible state; $\mu$ = the rate which Susceptible ecosystems become Resistant. The total number of ecosystems ($N$) is given by the sum of the number of ecosystems in each state. Different weights for each arrow are for illustration only to highlight that transition rates between compartments differ and illustrate the probable importance of different transitions in biological invasions.
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$\frac{dS}{dt} = -\lambda + \xi I + \theta E + \nu R - \mu S$

$\frac{dE}{dt} = \lambda - \theta E - \sigma E$

$\frac{dI}{dt} = \sigma E - (\xi + \gamma)I$

$\frac{dR}{dt} = \mu S + \gamma I - \nu R$

The overall framework proposed is simpler than compartment disease models since sex-structure, maternal effects and vertical transmission do not have clear equivalents when applied to ecosystems. Although ecosystems can be created and destroyed by humans (e.g. creation of water reservoirs versus the draining of lakes), the model does...
not include any processes that increase or reduce the numbers of ecosystems. A further difference is that many ecosystems, either inherently or through human activities, may be entirely unsuitable for occupation by a particular non-native species. These ecosystems are described as Resistant since the growth rate of a non-native population is likely to be negative and extinction will be an inevitable consequence of any colonisation event. Resistant ecosystems are only included in compartment models if they can become Susceptible through some external agency (e.g. climate change, anthropogenic disturbance), otherwise they play no part in the epidemiology of invasion. Resistant ecosystems may be transformed into Susceptibles (at a rate $\nu$) by a range of external pressures (e.g. fire, grazing, climate change, eutrophication). Similarly, Susceptibles can be transformed into the Resistant state (at a rate $\mu$) by the reversal of many of those pressures. In contrast to SEIR models, this can occur without having to pass through the Exposed state. Thus, unlike standard SEIR models, at the beginning of any simulation, the Resistant state will contain ecosystems that have never been Exposed, but are capable of being transformed to become Susceptible.

The characteristic dynamics of non-native species within an ecosystem will exhibit three phases: a period associated with early colonisation; growth of the non-native population; followed by fluctuations around a steady state. These phases correspond to the following states: Susceptible (no agent present), Exposed (low numbers of agents with no dispersal outside of the ecosystem) and Infectious (a viable population of agents contributing to dispersal). Transition from the Exposed (at a rate $\theta$, Fig. 2) or Infectious (at a rate $\xi$, Fig. 2) states to Susceptible or from Susceptible (at a rate $\mu$, Fig. 2) or Infectious (at a rate $\gamma$, Fig. 2) states to Resistant corresponds to the collapse of the population due to stochastic events or some externally-driven change, such as the eradication of the non-native population from the ecosystem. The following sections use examples drawn from both the epidemiological and invasion literature to illustrate the utility of the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions and highlight similarities in the factors that determine the different states and the flows that link them. These similarities emphasise how epidemiological perspectives can advance current understanding of biological invasions.

Relevance of an Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions

By examining the similarities and differences between microparasitic diseases and non-native species invasions for the different compartments of an SEIR disease model, it may be possible to identify the key parameters of an Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions that will facilitate cross-fertilisation between disease and invasion biology.

Susceptibility

Certain ecosystems are known to be inherently more susceptible to the colonisation by a non-native species than others. At any one time within a population of $N$ ecosystems (which could be different ecosystem types or different areas of a single ecosystem type), the
rate of change in the number of Susceptible ecosystems ($S$) will be a function of the rate at which Susceptibles become infected and move to the Exposed class ($\lambda$, the force of infection), become resistant and move to the Resistant class ($\mu S$), as well as the rates at which Infectious ($\xi I$), Exposed ($\theta E$) and Resistant ($\nu R$) classes become Susceptible (Fig. 2, Eqn 1).

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = -\lambda + \xi I + \theta E + \nu R - \mu S$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Susceptibility can be viewed at two levels: amongst different types of receptors (e.g. woodlands, grasslands and wetlands) and within a single receptor type (e.g. coniferous forest). Intriguingly, the balance of effort has differed between disease and invasion studies: the former have focused more strongly on intra-host variability (Fellous et al. 2012; Tack et al. 2014; Vale 2013), whereas the latter have largely addressed why some ecosystems are more vulnerable to invasion than others. This is understandable since many microparasites have a relatively-narrow host range (Loker and Hofkin 2015), but a single non-native species can often colonise a wide range of different ecosystem types (Affre et al. 2010). Nevertheless, similarities exist in the factors influencing the relative susceptibility of different host species to microparasites and ecosystems to non-native species. For example, the absence of specific tissue or cellular receptors for colonisation of hosts by microparasites (Doran et al. 2016; Toruno et al. 2016) is equivalent to the absence of suitable resources (e.g. diet, habitat, symbiont) for a non-native species (Giorria and Osborne 2014). Temperature of the host may limit microparasite growth (Fang et al. 2016), just as it can limit the establishment of poikilothermic non-native animals and frost-intolerant plants (Hulme 2017). A lack of the exact nutrient requirements to support microparasite growth or development (Johnson et al. 2010; Smith 2007) corresponds with the scarcity of non-native plants in nutrient-poor habitats. Even the dynamic nature of a host’s immune response through phagocytic defences may have its counterpart in the role of natural enemies in limiting non-native species to certain ecosystems (Schulz et al. 2019). External drivers of susceptibility, such as ecosystem fragmentation and land-use change, can similarly affect invasions by non-native species (Riitters et al. 2018), as well as the spread of infectious diseases (Gottdenker et al. 2014).

Analogous factors also exist that influence susceptibility to microparasites and non-native species within a specific host or ecosystem. Host age, homeostatic disturbance, intercurrent disease, microbial antagonism and MHC diversity have all been proposed to influence host susceptibility to microparasites (Casadevall and Pirofski 2018). A similar list can be generated for the susceptibility to non-native species of an individual ecosystem type that includes successional age, habitat disturbance, the presence of other non-native species, competition with resident species and native species diversity (Guo et al. 2015). The concept of “invasional meltdown”, where one non-native species facilitates the invasion by other species (Simberloff 2006), has similarities in the multiple opportunistic bacterial infections of individuals with HIV (Joos et al. 2007). Susceptibility is not necessarily an immutable characteristic of a receptor and external drivers, such as climate change, increases or decreases in resource supply, pollution etc., can lead to previously Resistant receptors becoming Susceptible (Guo et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2010).
However, an important issue when examining ecosystem vulnerability to invasion is the need to control for variation in exposure to colonisation by non-native species (e.g. propagule pressure), because this is rarely independent of the type of ecosystem. When this has been taken into account, emerging hypotheses are that ecosystems that naturally experience recurrent disturbances and are rich in available nutrients are most susceptible to invasion (Aikio et al. 2012; Chytrý et al. 2008). The receptor-centred framework presented here requires that inherent susceptibility is assessed independently of exposure (e.g. propagule pressure and force of infection), since it provides the basis for clearer prioritisation of the ecosystems most at risk from biological invasions (Catterall et al. 2012).

**Force of infection and transmission**

The transitions between the Susceptible and Exposed and Infectious states have received considerable empirical and theoretical attention with reference to the factors shaping disease transmission (Johnson et al. 2019). The force of infection ($\lambda$) depends on the number of Susceptible receptors ($S$), the proportion of Infectious receptors ($I/N$) and the transmission rate ($\beta$) which is a function of the rate of contact between receptors and a per-contact probability of infection (Kleczkowski et al. 2019).

$$\lambda = \frac{\beta St}{N}$$

Epidemiological approaches have tended to focus on the spread of a disease following its establishment in the host population (Diekmann et al. 2013), whereas the study of biological invasions has stressed the role of propagule pressure (i.e. the number and frequency with which individuals of a particular non-native species are introduced) in determining whether or not the agent will establish itself in a specific ecosystem (Simberloff 2009). However, estimation of propagule pressure has largely focused on the raw numbers of individuals of a particular non-native species arriving into an ecosystem (equivalent to the contact rate) and less on the likelihood of establishment per contact (equivalent to the per-contact probability of infection). Vectors often facilitate the transmission of agents of disease and non-native species. Yet, although the terminology is the same, the processes by which vectors transmit microparasites and spread non-native species are often quite different. In epidemiology, a vector is usually an alternative host, whose demography and status (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious etc.) is a fundamental component of disease dynamics. Furthermore, living vectors may exhibit specific host-seeking behaviour that will increase transmission rates (Wynne et al. 2020). In contrast, the most important vectors of non-native species are humans and human-driven instruments (e.g. boats, trains, cars) that may provide passive transport between locations (Hulme et al. 2008). The extent to which such passive vectors link similar ecosystems and facilitate transmission has yet to be explored in detail. There
are, of course, exceptions to this dichotomy, such as the role played by unclean needles in the spread of HIV amongst intravenous drug users (Smith et al. 2005), the deliberate mailing of anthrax spores to unfortunate victims (Arora et al. 2012), the role of frugivores in the dispersal of non-native plants (Dawson et al. 2011) and the many occasions where humans have selected, bred and deliberately released non-native species for hunting, fishing or biological control. It is becoming increasingly clear that, just as in the case of non-native species, complex vector components and multiple hosts are often involved in the transmission of emerging zoonotic diseases (Engering et al. 2013; Hulme 2014).

In the case of local direct transmission or spread of diseases, the simplest model assumes that exposure is a product of the numbers of Susceptible and Infectious receptors linked by a transmission function (Diekmann et al. 2013; Kleczkowski et al. 2019). Epidemiological SEIR models often assume homogenous mixing of Susceptible and Infectious receptors as a result of random movement of the receptors, but ecosystems cannot be assumed to “mix” in the same way as mobile hosts. The assumption of homogeneous mixing can provide general insights once an epidemic is well established, but can lead to errors if incorrectly assumed at the earliest stages (Del Valle et al. 2013). Instead, invasion models have focused on the agents’ dispersal kernel (Sullivan et al. 2017). Models of the dispersal of non-native species have moved from simple diffusion processes to explore stratified dispersal (multiple functions) and integro-difference equation approaches in order to capture the importance of rare long-distance dispersal events (Kot et al. 2012). Such dispersal models may be equally appropriate for microparasites, as in the case of foot and mouth disease in the UK, where local spread was from aerial plumes and typically modelled via a transmission kernel, based on Euclidean distance, but long distance movement occurred via vehicles (Keeling et al. 2003). Indeed, there is an increasing push to model microparasite transmission and non-native species dispersal in similar ways (Lindström et al. 2011).

Where mixing is known to be non-random but the variation in individual contact rates is poorly known, lattice models, in which random connections between neighbouring sites facilitate transmission, have been used to assess the role of connectivity and spatial heterogeneity in disease epidemics (Liccardo and Fierro 2015). However, when the movement of agents is facilitated by human activity (e.g. shipping, airfreight, railroads) and the origins and destinations of the activity are known, gravity models can be used to assess the potential spread of disease (Charu et al. 2017) and non-native species (Drake and Mandrak 2014). These models estimate rates of transmission as a function of the distance between receptors. Where additional data are available on contact rates between receptors, network models are appropriate to predict future disease and non-native threats (Silk et al. 2017). Receptors have transmission contacts only along the links in a specified network of hosts or ecosystems. The existence of a connection predisposes the receptors to infection, but does not guarantee it. The number of connections each receptor has with others can be modelled by choosing a particular degree distribution for the network (e.g. a power-law would describe most receptors having few connections but a small number having many). In these models, the agent
usually originates in one or more randomly-selected Infectious nodes in a population that is otherwise made up of Susceptible receptors. For discrete time models, in every time-step, all the Susceptible neighbours of the Infectious nodes become infected with probability $\beta$ (the transmission rate) per Infectious neighbour (Enright and Kao 2018).

Network models have been used to model the connections between individuals linked to the spread of sexually-transmitted diseases (Beyrer et al. 2012), the spread of COVID-19 in cities (Xue et al. 2020), the global movement of shipping that enables the spread of non-native species (Seebens et al. 2019), the dissemination of plant pathogens through international horticultural trade (Moslonka-Lefebvre et al. 2011) and parasite transmission in wildlife (White et al. 2017). Different network topologies have a significant impact on disease dynamics and can have a stronger impact on outbreak magnitude than fundamental microparasite features such as transmission rate, infection duration and immunisation ability with important implications for management and control (Stroona et al. 2018). In both gravity and network models, key considerations underpinning the likelihood of transmission include the life-history traits of the agent, such as how likely it is to survive and/or increase in prevalence during transport, the ease of detection of the agent or its symptoms, as well as attributes of the pathways (or connections) themselves. These attributes include the duration and condition of transport and the probability of transfer to suitable receptors on arrival. As the importance of landscape and spatial heterogeneity in the transmission and dispersal of disease and non-native species is recognised, so it is likely that these fields will increasingly converge on common modelling approaches (Claffin et al. 2017; de la Fuente et al. 2018; Kirby et al. 2017).

**Exposure and latency**

Once it has been infected or colonised by an agent and assuming there is growth of the agent population, a Susceptible receptor enters the Exposed state. The transition of Exposed receptors to the Infectious state is determined by the latent period or lag-phase (determined by $1/\sigma$), that reflects the time elapsed before the emergence of symptoms of disease or noticeable impacts of the non-native species. For many diseases, the “latent period” is so brief that the Exposed state is not incorporated into compartment models, although the human prion disease, kuru, has an incubation period of between 40 and 60 years (Collinge et al. 2006). In contrast, the temporal dynamics of many non-native species show a marked “lag-phase” between initial colonisation and subsequent spread that can span several decades (Aikio et al. 2010; Coucts et al. 2018; Rouget et al. 2016). Drake (2005) compared the latent-period of bovine tuberculosis (*Mycobacterium bovis*) infection and the lag-phase in the spread of coypu (*Myocastor coypus*) in the UK and concluded that their different durations may be explained by the demographic stochasticity associated with small founder populations. Thus, the transition from the Exposed state reflects the turnover of agents within the receptor, which is determined by their rates of immigration, establishment, reproduction and mortality. In contrast to most microparasite SEIR models, epidemiological invasion models require knowledge of the
population dynamics of the agent within the receptor. These mathematical models will need to track the population size of the non-native species within each particular ecosystem that has become Exposed, rather than simply their presence or absence. Allee dynamics, where populations experience low or negative per capita growth rates at low densities can result in longer lag-phases, slower spread and decreased establishment likelihood of both non-native species and microparasites (Tobin et al. 2011). During this phase, the agent may become extinct as a result of demographic stochasticity, in which case the receptor will revert to the Susceptible state (Fig. 2). The latent-period or lag-phase may also result from genetic processes including: selection and adaptation of agent genotypes to the receptor environment, purging of genetic load responsible for inbreeding depression, accumulation of additive genetic variation and recovery from loss of genetic diversity (Pysek and Hulme 2005; Vieira et al. 2019). Under these circumstances, the duration of the Exposed state may reflect the strength of selection pressures, generation time of the agent and the genetic diversity of the inoculum.

**Infectivity**

Once exposed and possibly following a latent period or lag-phase, a receptor may become Infectious. Whether or not an Exposed receptor transitions to the Infectious state will depend on the ability of the agent population to produce migrants or propagules that can colonise other receptors. This ability will be affected by the nature of density-dependence (including Allee effects) and the generation time of the agent (Cassey et al. 2014; Drake and Lodge 2006). Transmission of agents from one receptor to another may be passive (e.g. virus shedding, oocytes in faeces, wind-dispersed seeds) or via a vector (e.g. mosquito, frugivore, vehicle). For microparasites, the length of the infectious period, during which migrants or propagules are generated, can range from only a few days (e.g. COVID-19) to a decade or more (e.g. HIV). In contrast, without intervention, many non-native species can persist in ecosystems for centuries (Hulme 2020) and which therefore remain Infectious almost indefinitely. It might be expected that the likelihood of transmission to other receptors will be a function of local (within-receptor) population size, as it is in many macroparasites (Hollingsworth et al. 2015). Nevertheless, population size is only one factor influencing transmission rates since agents need to be dispersed and make contact with Susceptible receptors. Contact rates will reflect the attraction of receptors to agents or their vectors. This attraction and the availability of suitable vectors will influence both the spread of disease and non-native species. This is equally true for the host feeding preference of mosquitoes (Takken and Verhulst 2013) or the suitability of lake ecosystems for recreational anglers (Oh et al. 2018). In addition, the ultimate probability of transmission should increase as the duration of the infectious period lengthens.

While metapopulation models have been used to understand the spatial dynamics of disease (Grenfell and Harwood 1997; Parratt et al. 2016; Wang and Wu 2018) and non-native species (Pichlmüller and Russell 2018; Tamburello et al. 2019), attention has
primarily focused on the demographic attributes of the agent rather than the infectivity of receptors. Within the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions, Infectious receptors are those within which an agent can reproduce and from which it can disperse, either naturally or with human assistance. Not all receptors are equally likely to play a role in the spread of an agent, a number will act as sources (where agent population growth is positive) and others as sinks (where agent population growth is negative or dispersal is prevented) of varying strengths (Geoghegan et al. 2016). The importance of an Infectious receptor to the spread of an agent will be a function of its connectivity (e.g. existence of invasion corridors, proximity to Susceptible receptors) and of the agent’s life-history.

The minimum evidence for classifying a receptor as Infectious is the persistence of the microparasite or non-native species. Such evidence is usually obtained through expression of symptoms or impacts on the receptor or detection of a persistent population of the agent using serological techniques or field surveys. Nevertheless, not all receptors classified as Infectious in this way may actually be capable of infecting Susceptible receptors. Furthermore, not all Infectious receptors will be symptomatic. As has been seen with COVID-19, asymptomatic hosts can contribute to the spread of disease, but go largely undetected and can therefore undermine efforts to control transmission (Gandhi et al. 2020). Although the ability to distinguish the occurrence of symptoms from an Infectious status has proved invaluable in the management of disease, such a classification of ecosystems remains in its infancy with respect to biological invasions. Non-native species may occur in an ecosystem without having a significant impact on native biodiversity or ecosystem function, yet that ecosystem may still contribute to the spread of the species. An “asymptomatic” Infectious state may also occur where non-native species possess covert resting stages (e.g. seeds, rhizomes, spores, cysts and eggs) that remain viable in the receptor without developing into adults, but may be dispersed passively by the transport of soil between ecosystems.

Recovery and resistance

In microparasitic diseases, the Infectious state comes to an end through the recovery or death of the host. Recovery may result from a natural acquired immune response and may render a receptor Resistant to further infection, either permanently (e.g. measles) or temporarily, in which the receptor becomes Susceptible at some time in the future (e.g. common cold). Alternatively, human intervention such as chemotherapy (e.g. antiviral drugs, antibiotics, fungicides, pesticides etc.) can lead to recovery, but only to the Susceptible rather than Resistant state. Evidence for natural recovery of ecosystems following invasion is scarce, although several cases of boom and bust dynamics of non-native species, where formerly widespread populations collapse, have been documented (Strayer et al. 2017). However, there is no general equivalent of acquired immunity to non-native species. While there is evidence that native insects and pathogens may adapt to non-native plant hosts and may even inflict severe damage, there is limited evidence that these natural enemies impede invasions
or result in ecosystems no longer being Susceptible (Crous et al. 2017). In most cases, ecosystem recovery is the result of human intervention. Evidence of interventions resulting in successful recovery from biological invasions is mixed with about half of all non-native arthropod eradications being successful, while for non-native plant species most programmes have failed to deliver eradication (Hulme 2020) or promote ecosystem recovery (Prior et al. 2018) due to re-invasion. Nevertheless, possibly with the exception of a few classical biological control programmes, there are no studies suggesting that, even where eradication is completely successful, the ecosystems concerned are subsequently more resistant to future invasion. Therefore, it is likely that, for non-native species invasions, the rates at which Susceptible (\(\mu\)) or Infectious (\(\gamma\)) receptors become Resistant will be negligible (Fig. 2).

In the case of microparasites, a high rate of transition to the Resistant state shortens the duration of the Infectious state, thus lowering the opportunities for transmission (Diekmann et al. 2013). To ensure the spread of disease under such circumstances, agents require a high transmission rate and short latent period. This points to a major difference from biological invasions in that, without a significant scope for ecosystem recovery, non-native species can persist even in the face of low transmission rates and long lag-phases. An understanding of the role of the Resistant state in the dynamics of disease is essential to the design of effective immunisation programmes. Therefore, more effort should be invested in research on ecosystem resistance to invasion and the development of tools that could be used to increase the resistance of ecosystems following the eradication on a non-native species.

Vital rates

The incorporation of host vital rates (births and deaths) into microparasite models can have dramatic implications for disease dynamics (Gallos and Fefferman 2015), but it is difficult to conceive of birth and death processes for entire ecosystems. Non-native species can dramatically impact species diversity and ecosystem functions following invasion and they may even transform ecosystems from one state to another (e.g. non-native rabbits impeding woody succession), but the spatial unit itself does not usually disappear (Vilà and Hulme 2017). Even if it is transformed to another ecosystem state (Cobb et al. 2017; Jarnevich et al. 2019; Perry et al. 2015; Stein et al. 2016), the receptor may remain Susceptible to further colonisation by non-native species and it may even continue to be Infectious. Human activities can, of course, create and destroy entire ecosystems. For example, the establishment of new forest plantations or their harvest can influence the spread and persistence of phytophagous non-native arthropods (Be et al. 2017); and newly-created reservoirs (Smith et al. 2015) or coastal marinas (Floerl et al. 2009) may act as stepping stones for the spread of non-native aquatic species. The potential importance of the addition or removal of ecosystems from a landscape for the spread of non-native species has received relatively little attention, but it may be a powerful driver of biological invasions, as well as a useful tool for management (Alharbi and Petrovskii 2019).
The value of the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions

The foregoing sections have shown that, just as hosts may be viewed as ecosystems (Rynkiewicz et al. 2015), ecosystems can be viewed as hosts. One of the aims of the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions is that it is designed to transfer the insights from compartment models of microparasitic diseases to the management of non-native species. The potential of this framework can be illustrated using three examples: (i) basic reproductive ratio for invasions; (ii) super-spreaders vs. sinks; and (iii) ring eradication and herd immunity.

Towards a basic reproductive ratio $R_0$ for biological invasions

The Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions is receptor-focused and, although complementary to more traditional agent-focused demographic models, it provides new opportunities to understand biological invasions. The agent-centred approach to biological invasions assumes the probability of successful invasion is a function of the intrinsic rate of population increase when a non-native species is rare (Grainger et al. 2019). However, the receptor-centred approach suggests that an estimate of the mean number of Susceptible receptors likely to be colonised from the first Infectious receptor may be a better indicator of invasion risk, since it explicitly includes both population growth and spread. This parameter is equivalent to the basic reproductive ratio ($R_0$) which is defined as the expected number of secondary infections in a population of Susceptible receptors arising from a single individual during their entire infectious period and it often serves as a threshold parameter that predicts whether an infection will spread. The basic reproductive ratio ($R_0$) is the product of the transmission rate and the average amount of time a receptor spends in the Infectious state and, the larger its value, the harder it will be to eradicate the microparasite or non-native species (Blackwood and Childs 2018). For non-native species, the duration of the Infectious state can be many decades so even if transmission rates are low, $R_0$ will be much greater than 1.0 and the invasion will persist. Therefore, the rate at which a non-native species is eradicated from ecosystems must be higher than the rate at which new ecosystems are colonised. If, as is likely, there are often few options for creating Resistant ecosystems and once a non-native species has been eradicated from an Infectious ecosystem, it reverts to being Susceptible, then the proportion of ecosystems from which invasion must be prevented will be close to 1.0 (Fine et al. 2011). This undoubtedly explains why, once a non-native species is widely established, it becomes almost impossible to eradicate. Perhaps the primary application of $R_0$ is not in predicting the difficulty of eradicating an established non-native species, but in assessing the potential risk posed by species that have yet to be introduced. Under this scenario, rather than derive an arbitrary score or probability on invasion likelihood, risk assessment tools could be designed to estimate $R_0$. 


Identifying sources, super-spreaders and sinks

In models of biological invasions, Infectious receptors act as sources that are capable of infecting Susceptible receptors, but can also maintain non-native species populations in Exposed receptors that would otherwise become extinct without immigration. Sink ecosystems have been observed for non-native fish (Dauphinais et al. 2018) and plants (Seipel et al. 2016) while microparasites in dead-end hosts are unable to achieve further transmission (Geoghegan et al. 2016). Similarly, measles in small rural villages is often sustained by the influx of infectious individuals from neighbouring major urban centres (Grenfell and Bolker 1998). In many disease systems, < 20% of Infectious receptors may be involved in 80% of transmission (Stein 2011). The receptors that make up this 20% are usually referred to as super-spreaders and their identification and subsequent targeting is a fundamental goal in disease management. It is unclear if the same 80/20 rule holds for non-native species, but identifying Infectious receptors that are super-spreaders could be an important component of the management of biological invasions. How can managers identify these super-spreaders? Managers surveying the distribution of non-native species may face difficulties in distinguishing between the stochastic population dynamics that may occur during the latent/lag phase in source receptors and the transient dynamics of agents in sink receptors where populations are maintained by immigration. The former scenario requires greater vigilance from managers to ensure the Exposed state does not progress to become Infectious (Fig. 2 σ). In contrast, sink receptors play little further part in invasion dynamics, but may divert management resources away from more important targets. The stochastic population dynamics that occur during the lag-phase following infection makes it difficult for managers to distinguish sources from sinks. However, Runge et al. (2006) provide some useful guidance on how this may be done. Transient populations of non-native species are frequently recorded (e.g. as casual alien plants), but the dynamics of these populations are rarely documented (Iles et al. 2016; Brock and Daehler 2020). Distinguishing between sources and sinks is an essential component in managing diseases and biological invasions (Hulme 2020). Unfortunately, data relating to biological invasions tend to score ecosystems as invaded (i.e. Exposed or Infectious) or unininvaded (i.e. Susceptible or Resistant), but rarely quantify the distribution of agents amongst receptors or address the equivalent of the infectivity of a receptor. This issue could be addressed if epidemiological states and transitions were incorporated into spatio-temporal models representing the spread of non-native species through heterogeneous landscapes (Catterall et al. 2012; Mang et al. 2018).

Ring eradication and herd immunity

A much-debated approach for the management of microparasitic diseases is “ring vaccination” that targets immunisation to particular groups of Infectious receptors in order to prevent the spread of disease agents (Deen and von Seidlein 2018; Merler et
A similar approach, which might be called “ring eradication” has been put forward for biological invasions, whereby non-native species eradication programmes may initially target small, isolated “satellites” first, rather than a single large core population, since many satellites will contribute disproportionately more to population expansion in a homogeneous environment (Hulme 2006; Kovacs et al. 2011; Panetta and Cacho 2014). However, in contrast to the management of diseases, quantitative assessments of the likelihood of containment of invasion through the targeted control of satellite populations through ring eradication have yet to be undertaken.

A more dramatic form of intervention is the establishment of a cordon sanitaire where locations containing high risk hosts are almost sealed from the outside world with severe restrictions placed on the movement in or out of the cordon sanitaire (Gostin et al. 2020). A dramatic example, recognised as the largest quarantine in history, was the cordon sanitaire imposed on Wuhan, a city of 11 million residents, with closure of all transport in and out of the city for 76 days to limit the spread of COVID-19 (Wan et al. 2020). Similar approaches have been used to prevent the spread of non-native species, including the establishment of movement controls, such as the Fruit Fly Exclusion Zone in Australia (Dominiak and Mapson 2017) and buffer zones around protected areas to prevent the spread of non-native weeds (Foxcroft et al. 2011).

The concept of “herd immunity” in which there may be a critical community size, beneath which persistence of metapopulations is not possible, has been influential in microparasitic disease management, since it suggests that only a proportion (albeit often high) of receptors needs to be managed (immunised) to prevent the persistence of disease (Metcalf et al. 2015). If applicable to non-native species, the concept of herd immunity could significantly assist control efforts. If a non-native species exhibited a metapopulation structure and was confined to a specific ecosystem type that was patchily distributed (e.g. lake ecosystems), then population persistence would depend on local dynamics and connectivity (Hastings 2014). In theory, reducing local population growth and eradicating the non-native species from a progressively greater proportion of patches to reduce connectivity could lead to the collapse of the metapopulation. Unfortunately, such an approach, while fine in theory, appears difficult to achieve in practice (Garcia-Diaz et al. 2019). Given that for many biological invasions, $R_0$ is much greater than 1.0, herd immunity would require most ecosystems to be or become Resistant which is unlikely since there is limited knowledge on what makes an ecosystem Resistant. Taken together this suggests that, for most biological invasions, it is currently impractical to attempt the equivalent of herd immunity for ecosystems.

Applying the Epidemiological Framework to Invasions in Lakes

There appear to be opportunities to apply a more epidemiological perspective to the spatio-temporal dynamics of non-native species, but the real test of the value of the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions will be in its application to a specific case study. Lake ecosystems (including ponds and impoundments) are widely recognised as being discrete units in the landscape and, while connectivity amongst lakes can often
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occur through natural watercourses or anthropogenic canals, the boundaries between lake ecosystems and surrounding ecosystems are often clear cut (Likens 2010). This discrete nature, combined with the fact that they represent one of the ecosystems most vulnerable to invasion by plants, invertebrates and vertebrates (Carpenter et al. 2011), make lake ecosystems particularly suitable for exploring the value of the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions (Fig. 3). Despite their inherent vulnerability to biological invasions, the extent to which different lake ecosystems are susceptible to non-native species colonisation can differ quite markedly even within the same landscape (June-Wells et al. 2013). Water chemistry, in particular the specific conductance and pH, is an important determinant of whether a particular non-native species can establish in a lake ecosystem and can be a significant barrier to invasion, effectively rendering the ecosystem resistant (Karatayev et al. 2015). Coldwater temperatures may also act as a filter that prevents warmwater-adapted species from establishing self-sustaining populations in lake ecosystems (Rahel and Olden 2008). Thus, for a particular non-native species threat, it may be possible to distinguish susceptible and resistant lake ecosystems a priori and so establish the starting conditions for an epidemiological approach to understanding future invasions. Resistant lake ecosystems can become susceptible when runoff from urban or agricultural land or pollution from domestic or industrial sources alters water conductivity and pH. Similarly, a warming climate may reduce the cold temperature limits that prevent some non-native taxa establishing in a lake ecosystem. However, even when susceptible, invasion will not occur unless lake ecosystems enter the exposed class and the likelihood of exposure to non-native species has been

Figure 3. Schematic diagram based on a disease compartment model applied to invasions of lake ecosystems (lakes, ponds and impoundments) to illustrate the different variables that could influence the flows between resistant, susceptible, exposed and infectious compartments.
successfully modelled using environmental parameters that point to metrics capturing accessibility to the human population and connectivity to other lake ecosystems as being critically important (Compton et al. 2012; Leathwick et al. 2016; Tamayo and Olden 2014). The progression of lake ecosystems from the Exposed to the Infectious class will be a function of the propagule pressure (the number and frequency of introductions into a lake ecosystem) and specific attributes of the non-native species of concern, particularly Allee effects and the population growth rate (Gertzen et al. 2011; Leung et al. 2004). For lake ecosystems in the Infectious class, two routes exist for interventions that either result in a shift to the Susceptible or Resistant class. In the former, mechanical or chemical removal of the target non-native species can be successful (Rytwinski et al. 2019), but lake ecosystems often simply return to the Susceptible class and, depending on the unintended side effects of these treatments (e.g. disturbance, mortality of non-target native species), can become more prone to invasion. If lake ecosystems were initially Resistant, but have been converted to Susceptible as a consequence of environmental degradation and then subsequently become Infectious, then the potential exists for reversing the process through restoration of water quality or improving biotic resistance amongst resident species, particularly predators that might feed on non-native species. These interventions could, of course, be implemented before a lake ecosystem enters the Exposed class. Although classical biological controls do not usually remove the target non-native species completely, they have been used successfully to reduce the abundance of specific aquatic weeds and prevent their subsequent re-invasion over several years (Martin et al. 2018). Interventions can also be effective in limiting the transition from Susceptible to Exposed and include deterring or preventing boaters from accessing Susceptible lake ecosystems (e.g. by using a cordon sanitaire), targeted education including the prevention of inadvertent introductions through Check, Clean and Dry campaigns, as well as large-scale education efforts directed towards users of lake ecosystems (Morandi et al. 2015). Intriguingly, there is evidence that lake invertebrates (Freeland et al. 2000), fish (Murphy et al. 2012; Wilberg et al. 2008), waterfowl (Regehr 2011) and aquatic plants (Purves and Dushoff 2005) may exist as metapopulations and, in some cases, exhibit source-sink dynamics. If such a population structure is found for a non-native species, then there may be scope for coordinated interventions at the landscape scale. Of course, identifying the key variables underlying the transitions between different classes in compartment models is only the first step in parameterising an epidemiological model of lake-ecosystem invasions. As yet, the data required to undertake such parameterisation is not available for any non-native species invading lake-ecosystem networks, but the potential for applying the Epidemiological Framework for Biological Invasions appears promising.

Conclusions

The wide range of insights, tools and approaches, arising from over a century of work in modelling disease dynamics (Rock et al. 2014) has great relevance to the understanding of biological invasions. The basic epidemiological compartment model can be adapt-
ed to incorporate increasing levels of complexity and realism (Diekmann et al. 2013) and the concepts at its core can, in most cases, be generally applied to the spread and management of non-native species. While models may be translated from diseases to biological invasions with relative ease, the greatest insights will come if they are used to provide information for the monitoring, mapping and management of non-native species. Initial attempts to use statistical techniques, developed in epidemiology to estimate dispersal and receptor properties from spatio-temporal data on biological invasions, are promising (Catterall et al. 2012; Mang et al. 2018). Such an interdisciplinary approach should allow the field of biological invasion modelling to provide the same benefits that epidemiological compartment models have brought to the management of disease.
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